
Fisheries Management Diary.
Tuesday 4th May.
Today just the two of us at Hucklesbrook and we started with an inspection walk around the
wildlife fence, any branches were cleared and unfortunately we “found” human excrement up on
the top bank by the point. We have got to get some signs made up telling members that the
“high bank” is out of bounds.
After this we met with a contractor to discuss quotes for various pieces of work that we want to
carry out soon, this was most promising.
Next task was to hedge cut and strim down the entrance track to keep it from growing too far
and to keep it neat and tidy.
Following lunch we started clearing the area on the back track by the steps which are being
replaced with a barrow friendly slope !

Before, well really during !                  After.

Wednesday 5th May.
The day started with a trip to Holtwood to rescue the boat that had broken loose and floated out.
Also whilst there I picked up 2 bags of the feed pellets.
Then onto Wedghill to check the damage on the gate which a member kindly reported that he
had hit ! It’s a bit bent but still works so I will leave it for now. I measured up to make a new
cover for the monk in the middle pond since the ducks keep going down it, trouble is when you
cover it they nest on it so it needs to be an apex roof design.
Last venue of the day was Hucklesbrook. Here I did lots of strimming around the wildlife fence.
Rivers Team. Today Adrain was at upper Winkton with seven helpers and they made a start
on the construction of a disabled friendly swim until the bad weather forced them to stop.

Saturday 8th May.
A 7.00am start with a round of calls and messages to cancel the planned work party at
Hucklesbrook due to the bad weather. Instead myself and Nigel went to Ibsley and spent the
day giving all four containers a complete sort out and tidy. It was one of those jobs for a rainy
day and we had one ! By 4.00pm all the containers had been cleared of rubbish, sorted, tidied
and cleaned, including the roofs ! The next stage will be to dispose of all the rubbish by burning
what we can and hiring in a skip.



Monday 10th May.
A drive over to Horseport and I worked on the car park getting it ready for it to be resurfaced
before the start of the new season. All the paths to and along the river were given a strim. Whilst
there I found that the front entrance sign had been graffitied so will need to be removed and
cleaned or replaced.

Tuesday 11th May.
Myself and Nigel over at Wedgehill; removing a fallen tree from the bottom pond, putting a new
cover over the monk on the middle pond (that I had made the day before), repairing the gate
post that had been hit by a member, taking oxygen readings from all ponds and finally setting up
and testing the new water pump in readiness for any oxygen crashes this summer.

Wednesday 12th May.
Rivers team. The day was spent on the top section of the Ringwood fishery with seven
helpers, the car park and access path on the north bank (including the top end of the Kings
stream) were all strimmed and any cutting back done. Some “abandoned” barbed wire was
removed from the undergrowth and fixed back up to avoid a trip hazard.
The north bank access by the weir was cut back as far as it can be since this is a very narrow
entrance point. On the A31 side the path and swims were tidied up and cutting back done as
necessary.

Saturday 15th May.
Today myself and Nigel were at Hucklesbrook with Russell on the chain saw. Simon and Steve
were also present. The barrow friendly slopes were both prepared ready now for the contractor
to come in and construct. Steve went round with the hedge cutter tidying up the high bank. In
the afternoon we opened up swim number 3 to make it possible to cast !

Monday 17th May.
Just me today and lots of little jobs to catch up on. First over to Horseport to finish getting the
car park ready for resurfacing, I also removed the graffitied sign for cleaning. Then onto



Hucklesbrook where all the rubbish that has built up behind the hut was loaded in the van and
taken to Ibsley. Whilst at Ibsley I made up some brackets that are needed at Wedgehill. On my
way home I called in at Wicks to buy some screws and drill bits needed for the platform repairs.
Then onto admin phone calls about getting the lilie men booked in for Wedgehill, Abbs cabins
about the portaloos and finally Power tools for some prices of new machinery. And this was only
meant to be a half day !

Wednesday 19th May.
Today the rivers team led by Dave Taylor went to Sopley where they tidied up the car park and
strimmed the lower part of the fishery in readiness for the start of the new season.

Friday 21st May.
I went to Holtwood this morning to add the dye into all 3 ponds, the weed in the middle is getting
worse. Then onto Wedgehill where another tree had come down on the bottom pond, this was
cut up and moved as best I could. On the way home it was via a diy store to buy screws and
fittings ready to start platform repairs. And this was only meant to be a half day !

Saturday 22nd May.
Hucklesbrook today with 5 of us working on various things. Myself Simon and Steve burnt the
brash cleared for the slopes, then down to the bottom end where tree cuttings were cleared
from the path and stacked up on the high bank. Some more clearing in swim 3 was also fitted in
before lunch. Meanwhile Nigel and Brian gave the hut a full clean inside and a coat of
preservative on the outside in readiness for it to re open to members.
After lunch 3 of us removed most of the overhanging branches from 4 of the swims on the water
park bank.

Wednesday 26th May.
Rivers Team. Again led by Dave Taylor a team of 6 went to Little Canford, the car park was
strimmed and tidied and an old stile was removed, the brush cutter was used to clear the path
from the bridge to the upstream boundary. Then they explored the meadow downstream but at
present it is unfishable and needs some work with walkways and platforms, if possible.

Thursday 27th May.
Myself and Nigel made a good start today on the platforms at Holtwood, we managed to
complete repairs on numbers one to six on Shambles. Upon lifting the boards some of the
frames were in far worse of a state than we hoped and several parts needed to be replaced.
The whole fishery was looking very green and lots of members fishing all ponds, several of
which commented on how good the venue was looking.

Saturday 29th May.
Back to Holtwood today with 4 on the work party, myself, Nigel, Simon and Lawrence. We
managed to complete all platform repairs on Shambles from 7 to 10 so the whole pond is now



done. Again we did not know what sort of state the frames were in until the boards were lifted
and most of them needed some replacement parts and one of them was a near total rebuild !
Only another 30 to go !


